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Pet Treats Processing Equipment

Product Description

Pet Treats Processing Line is used to produce semi-moist pet snack. Dragons Machine is well-known for its 
unique multi-color dies, rotary dies and other equipment such as cutting machines, which are being used by 
pet snack market leaders all over the world.

Pet food production line Advantage

Pet food production line production processes such as adjustment of raw material ratios, processing 
temperature, moisture and extrusion pressure result in products with different sizes, shapes, textures and 
nutritional ratios. The pet food line can be adapted to meet different capacity and quality requirements.

1. The pet food machineis suitable for all kinds of animals. Such as livestock: pigs, cattle, sheep, 
poultry, chickens, ducks, geese, birds; aquatic products: fish, shrimps, crabs; pets: cats, rabbits, dogs.

2. The shape of pet food can be heart-shaped, bone-shaped, round, triangular, small fish-shaped, 
square, oval, plum-shaped, shaped, etc.

3. The diameter of the pet food can be adjusted according to the mould, and the sinking or floating of the 
feed can be controlled according to the proportion of water

Dog Treat Manufacturing Equipment for your needs

Dragons Machine is a leading manufacturer of production equipment that allows you to mix, shape and 
bake dog treats of all shapes, textures and appearances, and improve your profitability.

The global expansion of pet humanization has led many pet food manufacturers to turn to processing 
solutions to support their premium pet food and dog treats. From precise cutting/slicing and dehydration of 
pet treats to grill-marked extrusion treats, we offer safe Dog Treat Manufacturing Equipment solutions for 
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producing healthy options in the pet food aisle.

More information please visit: dragonextruder.com

For more details, please visit https://www.eqlic.com/detail/pet-treats-processing-equipment-china-grove-
357466
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